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Lesson Title: Passing Kindness Forward  
 

Lesson Title:  Passing Kindness Forward  
Approximate Number of Periods:  1, 30-45 minute period 

Grades: K-4  

Print Materials Needed:  Book: Dneirf by Mike Resh 

Resources: Printable Worksheets from www.mikeresh.com 

--------Pass Kindness Forward Cards  

KUD’s 
Know                               Understand Do 

♦ Key Vocabulary  
 
Dneirf 
Friend 
Kindness 
Pass-it Forward  

♦ Students will learn 
the meaning and 
importance of 
kindness. 

♦ Students will share 
ways to “Pass 
Kindness Forward” 
to others.   

♦ Students will learn 
about the feelings 
associated with 
doing kind acts 
towards others.   

 

♦ PS:A1.5: Identify and express feelings 
♦ PS:A1.6: Distinguish between 

appropriate and inappropriate behavior. 
♦ PS:A2.6: Use effective communications 

skills 
♦ PS:A2.7: Know that communication 

involves speaking, listening and 
nonverbal behavior 

♦ PS:A2.8 Learn how to make and keep 
friends 

Assessment Areas 
  

Assessments/Performance Tasks  
Classroom discussion 
Student Responses 
Teacher Observation 
Vocabulary being used by students  
 

 
 
 
 

Stage 3: Learning Activities 
 
1. Pre-test: Write the word Kindness on the board or display.  Ask students to talk in small groups 

about what this word means and how each of them might be able to show the meaning of this word to 
each other? 

 
2. Sharing: Have students take turns sharing their definitions of Kindness as well as examples. Make a 

list of these examples on the board or a large sheet of paper that can be kept and displayed in the 
classroom.   

 
3. Explain: Today we will learn about Kindness and what it means to “Pass Kindness Forward.”  
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4. Explain:  To “Pass something Forward” means to give something (can be words, gifts, actions) to 

another person out of a kind act without asking for something in return.  Note: that when the person 
smiles, this is a good clue that you have “Passed Kindness Forward.”   

 
5. Discuss: What are some ways we can “Pass Kindness Forward?”  Make a list or display for all 

students to see. This can also be done in small groups with scrap pieces of paper and then groups can 
share with the whole classroom at the end.   

 
6. Read:  Dneirf by Mike Resh  
 
Discuss: Otto had trouble with “Passing kindness forward” at first but in the end he was able to do so.  
   

• How did Otto Pass Kindness Forward in the book?   
• What other things could have Otto done to Pass Kindness Forward?   
• How did his friends feel when he passed kindness forward vs. acted like a Dneirf?    

 
7. Worksheet Completion:  Pass out “Pass Kindness Forward Cards” printable.  Have students write a 

Kind note to someone they would like to present this card to.  Have them decorate the card and make 
it very nice.  Encourage them to give the card to that person within the next couple of days and take 
note of their reaction and their own feelings when passing the card to that person.   

 
8. Wrap-up: Encourage students to make their own Kindness Cards and pass as many different acts of 

kindness forward throughout the week as possible.   
 

9. Post-test: Have students share some possible ways that they might “Pay Kindness Forward” and why 
Kindness is important to have lots of in our school, community, and world?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


